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Graphic from The Record, July 1888, p. 79
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Translated by Bill Cofell (I think) – from ARC – “Visit to St. John’s 1868” folder
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1877 Catholic Directory ad
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Source(s) and date(s) unknown; perhaps Der Wanderer ?
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1897 Catholic Directory ad
8
1900 Catholic Directory ad
9
1910 Catholic Directory ad
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Printing Press was set up on first floor of southeast wing, 1889(Hoffman, p. 91)
The photo studio was on the 3rd floor of the new Wimmer Hall in 1901 
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Also show 1909 brochure, “In and Around St. John’s University, Collegeville, Minn” 
from 1760:5
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From 1834:11
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1917 Railroad map – from Box 1834:11
• Minneapolis to Duluth & Sault St. Marie
• Minneapolis to Chicago
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1922 - publications in which St. John’s advertised – from Box 1834:10
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1921-22 – before Benet opened in fall 1922.  From 1834:10.
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1922 – ad in Nordstrum’s (?) – a magazine page, with an ad on the other side, in
German, for Thompson Yards Inc., St. Cloud
19
Top twp from the Catholic Bulletin July 17, 1936-37
20
We had some of the same competitors in 1937, too (from the Catholic Bulletin July 17, 
1937)
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From Der Wanderer, July 9, 1936 (Box 1760:4)
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